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Abstract. This paper presents a framework of an interactive storytelling system. It can integrate five components: management centre, evaluation centre, intelligent virtual agent, intelligent virtual environment, and users, making possible interactive solutions where the communication among these components is conducted in a rational and intelligent way. Environment plays an important role in providing heuristic information for agents through communicating with the management centre. The main idea is based on the principle of heuristic guiding of the behaviour of intelligent agents for guaranteeing the unexpectedness and consistent themes.

1. Introduction

Research in interactive storytelling has attracted substantial interests over the last few years, due to progress in the integration of artificial intelligence techniques and graphic environments, driven by potential applications in entertainment. Fairly amount of approaches and techniques have been proposed for building virtual agents, storyline and Character-based, interactive systems to ensure a consistent and engaging storyline (Jean-Claude 2004, M 2002, M 2003, W 2001, K 1998, Hayes-Roth 1995, Rickel 1999, D 2003). But more interaction and cooperation in a high level are needed to create a more unexpected story with coherence. In this paper, we present a framework of the conceptual design of an interactive system consisting of five components as shown in Fig.1. Interactions among these components involve more complex interactive narratives and cooperation through its evaluation component. Actions to be performed by intelligent agents are based on various interactive factors evaluated by the evaluation centre. In order to design such a system, a couple of issues should be considered:

1) How does the system allow the user to heuristically guide the development of the plot?
2) How to communicate among the user, the virtual agent, virtual environment? How does the environment receive information and how does the intelligent agent get information from the environment (Tatiana, 2004)?
3) What is the relationship among the intelligent agent, the intelligent environment and the user (Michael, 1995)?
4) How does the agent make its decisions based on its previous experiences (Cedric 2003)?

2. Architecture Design

The architecture of the system shown in figure 1 contains five components: the user, evaluation centre, management centre, intelligent virtual agent, and intelligent virtual environment.

- The user is a real human being, who can create and authorise the virtual environment, virtual human being (Avatar) and their interaction with each other. The user can be a director, or can play a role of a character in a story as well as a spectator.
- The evaluation centre is an information exchange system which controls the behaviour of intelligent agent and the environment based on the Management Centre.
- The intelligent environment is made up of virtual geometric models and associated environmental agents.
- Management Centre acts as the key role in high-level interaction. It computes the communicating messages among other components.
- A virtual human agent contains a human geometric model and multiple-layered intelligence such as motion, emotion, personality etc. All of these components share information or messages with each other and work together towards the scheduled objectives.

A three-level interaction will be involved in the proposed system: low-level, medium-level, and high-level. At the low-level, the user can input instructions for plot without being evaluated by Evaluation Centre. The virtual intelligent agent just implements the instructions without any intelligence involved. The instructions can be input by keyboard, mouse, microphone, data gloves and other equipments. At the medium-level and high-level, the evaluation centre will play a decisive role in motivating intelligence of the intelligent virtual environment and intelligent virtual agents. The user will manipulate objects and change the scene in the virtual environment heuristically only through the evaluation centre. That is, at medium-level and high-level, there will be intelligent communication among the user, intelligent virtual environment, and intelligent virtual agents. All interactive messages will be evaluated by evaluation centre. Even messages from the user, will be weighted and then sent to the intelligent virtual agents. Messages will be weighted based on the role of character to ensure the consistence of characters and the storyline.
2.1 USER

User plays a central role in creating new applications. User here can be referred to the director of the storytelling, as well as a system operator such as environmental builders, and virtual human creators. The user is able to interact with the system at two levels. The user can also have a role as an avatar in the virtual environment such as a football coach, and directly interfere with the unfolding of the storyline. For example, the avatar representing the user can participate in a scenario to add or remove some objects, which will increase the unexpectedness of the plot. But the avatar has no ability to kidnap other agents or stop other agents’ action directly.

2.2 EVALUATION CENTRE

The evaluation centre shown in figure 2 is an information exchange system which controls the behaviour of intelligent agent and the environment based on the Management Centre. It receives and sends messages to the intelligent agent and environment after computing all the information. Messages from the intelligent agent and environment will be weighted differently, which
means that the influences on the final decision will be different according to varied factors of messages. The evaluation centre is composed of several layers (Fig. 2), which carry various weights used to calculate and compare messages. The action made by the intelligent virtual agent is based on the information from evaluation centre, which is a result after considering the five factors (corresponding to five layers) as in Fig. 2.

Emotion layer includes two aspects: emotion and personality. Personality is composed of curiosity, fatigue, and so on (Badler 1997). Emotions play an extremely important role in human mental life. Emotional state may influence decision-making, actions, memory, attention, voluntary muscles and so on, which, conversely, may have an impact on emotional state of the intelligent virtual agent. Emotions will arise from the evaluation of the relationship between environmental events and human agent. Then emotions will have an impact on the physical expressions of emotional state which is manifested by gestures, body languages and natural language (Marsella 2001, Fiedler 2000). Emotion evaluation will improve the believability and may increase the suspense of the storyline. The consistence of the storyline is concerned closely with the emotional state of intelligent virtual agents. So, a bigger weight will add to the emotion layer. Motion layer is used for controlling the motion of agents. Reasoning layer will apply some reasoning analysis based on previous knowledge. Target layer will provide target analysis. For example, it can provide information on rule-searching though sub-target. Location layer may get the location information of the virtual agents in real time, which makes the intelligent virtual environment more recognisable.
Messages are exchanged through Evaluation Centre, which will analyse and parse all messages and then send them to different components. Decisions made in Evaluation Centre are classified into three levels: low-level, medium-level and high-level. Numerous conditions are considered and organised in a tree structure. Three branches representing the three levels of decision originate from the root. And then lots of branches come out from these three branches. Different positions on the tree structure mean different weights. When a fact occurs, the system will calculate the weight on the correspondent branch or joint. If the system can not find the correspondent description on the structured tree, the reasoning layer will give some solutions based on previous experiences, the personality and emotion of the intelligent virtual agent and information from the intelligent virtual environment.

Generally, virtual agents are controlled based on pre-programmed scripts, which do not give much flexibility to the character to interact with the unanticipated context. In the proposed framework, some high level personalized behaviour will be created, which may make the story more unexpected. However the high-level behaviour is partially based on some pre-programmed scripts, so, the ability of the intelligent virtual agent is also limited in some degree, which is one of the challenges.

Actually, even a low-level decision will have a large amount of data transmission. To make the system more efficient, we think the low-level decision can involve less evaluation layers according to different purposes, which can go through less analytical computing (Please see table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Emotion</th>
<th>Motion</th>
<th>Reasoning</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low-level Decision</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium-level Decision</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-level Decision</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 MANAGEMENT CENTRE

Management Centre makes the basic part of the intelligence of the Intelligent Environment consisting of four modules, which are used to store and
manage all the information of this system. Environment Management is responsible for the information about the environment which is dynamic and updated with the development of the storyline. Environment Management plays a very important role in guiding virtual agents. Some guiding rules are pre-programmed in advance for directing virtual agents in various ways. However, what is more important is that these rules can be updated with the interaction between the intelligent virtual environment and intelligent virtual agents. This will guide intelligent virtual agents going through the dynamic terrain and with rational controlled behaviour. Obviously, finding the right path and updating the interactive information are challenges for this system. That is, both of intelligent virtual environment and intelligent virtual agents may have some abilities to learn from the interaction.

Agent Management controls the dataset of the continuously changing intelligent agent. Task Management provides the information of all tasks needed to be carried out in the story with a well structured planning. Interaction Management contains a high level communication system. It has a priority to communicate with the Evaluation Centre when a new fact appeared or interaction from the user. Experiences and heuristic values are remembered by the Interaction Management component.

As is mentioned above, intelligent virtual agents have the ability to learn from the interaction with the intelligent virtual environment. Three-level behaviours are designed for intelligent virtual agents: low, Medium, and high level behaviours. The low level behaviour is concerned with daily life. With the interaction with the intelligent virtual environment, intelligent virtual agents can behaviour according to the pre-programmed rules. For example, intelligent virtual agents can recognise a door, knob, right side of the way, and some daily commodities like cup, table and computer. Medium level just involves three factors. The high level behaviour is related to the personality and emotion of intelligent virtual agents. For example, whether the intelligent virtual agent would like to answer a phone call when he is watching TV depends on his emotional state at that moment, which is nothing to do with the low level action like how to pick up the phone before a decision is made. An analyser will receive from Evaluation Centre or send messages to it. Every management component has high-level, medium-level low-level management and analyser sub-components (see figure 3). The high level management, medium and low level management should not be separated from each other. They have to work together to finish a behaviour sometimes.

Emotional status, personality, physical condition et al will be involved when heuristic value is calculated for the intelligent agent to carry out a task. Some exploring work has been done by (Smith 1998, Marc 2002). When an
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action is made, this action information will be sent back to the Agent Management module of the Management Centre.

![Diagram of Management Component](image)

2.4 INTELLIGENT ENVIRONMENT

Intelligent virtual environment is the virtual platform for agents in it. Like the intelligent agent, intelligent virtual environment also has some properties: a realistic appearance, intelligence which is the ability to provide information for the agent to perceive and the ability to locate objects in it.

We regard the intelligent environment as a dynamic system, which provides numerous amount of information for the intelligent agent. In real word, human beings have the ability to adjust their behaviours according to the information they obtained from the environment. For example, people are able to perceive the distance between themselves and a wall or barrier to avoid danger or bumping into it.

Much research has been carried out in recent years (Plumert 2004, Jodie 2005). The reaction of a virtual human being in a virtual world can go through the same principle with people in real world. But we think the mechanism can be different, which means that the virtual environment may carry some information itself being perceived by the intelligent agent. With the ability to collect information from the environment, the intelligent agent is able to evaluate the environment and adjust its behaviour according to the pre-concerted task without too much tedious interference by the user.

2.5 AGENT
Intelligent virtual Agent is the representative of virtual human which possesses some necessary properties: a realistic geometrical appearance, deformable structure and skin, and intelligence: perception and action. Perception is the ability to perceive the environment information and exchange messages with the Management Centre. Action ability means that it can have motion behaviours according to the messages from the Evaluation Centre. The behaviour of the intelligent virtual agent must be believable, which includes at least two aspects: one is about the action of the intelligent virtual agent and the other is concerned with the interaction of virtual agent with the intelligent virtual environment and other intelligent virtual agents. The behaviour and emotion of the intelligent virtual agent can be influenced by the intelligent virtual environment and the interaction related to them. As we mentioned above, those kind of interaction put forward a challenge for the intelligent virtual environment.

Realistic body modelling requires an accurate geometric surface during the simulation. A lot of artistical and technical skills are required during the procedure of modelling, even some powerful approaches available in current software such as 3DS MAX and Maya. However, even with the software, it is still difficult to generate and edit high-level body shape. An alternative way is to develop a generic parametric model so that the body shape can be carried out via a set of parameters. The complete shape of the human body can be kept as low as possible but give users the flexibility of changing the shape with more choice in the size of various parts of the geometry model. Much research has been done about body modelling (Allen 2002, Kry et al. 2002, Sand 2003, Seo 2004, Blanz, 1999). These methodologies are all focus on the geometrical appearance without any semantic categories. In a sense, some high-level body can be generated bearing some personal and emotional information.

To create a high-level behaviour, the movement of the intelligent virtual agent should be coincident with the emotional state, which requires a high-level animation technology. Nowadays, motion capture is gaining popularity as a source of motion data. Compared with model-based approach, the animations created by motion capture system contain the subtle movement details recorded from a human actor. But for some interactive movement like grasping a cup or a knob of a door, it becomes difficult. We believe a better way of creating appropriate movement is to a self-control system for the intelligent virtual agent. There is much exploring research (Reynolds 1987, Terzopolous 1994, Kevin 2006). The idea is inspired by the principle of movement of a robot in the real world. What we think is much of the information that motivates the intelligent virtual agent to generate a proper movement is from the intelligent virtual environment. The advantage is with
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the changing of the environment, the intelligent virtual agent can be very adaptive. The development of this animation technique remains one of the big challenges for researchers.

2.6 RELATIONSHIPS

Generally, the relationship between the intelligent agent and the user is simple as the intelligent agents just receive commands from the user. In storytelling, agents as the characters of interactions are deeply intertwined with the plot. The character directly influences the agent’s behaviour which in turn contributes directly to an unfolding plot. So, the hierarchical relations ignoring the intelligent agent’s reaction to their environment will fail to present a high level story. More interaction should be carried out among the user, the intelligent virtual environment and intelligent virtual agents. Maybe, interactivity is becoming of the most factors in creating a high-level virtual storytelling.

To improve the interactivity in the intelligent virtual environment, the relationship this proposed system between the user and the intelligent agent will have more cooperation instead of hierarchical commands. Intelligent virtual agents may obtain more information from the intelligent virtual environment, which in a sense increases the realism of the interactivity and behaviour of intelligent virtual agents. The user’s interaction will be evaluated by the Evaluation Centre to compare with the corresponding objective, personality and so on. That is, the user will never be omniscient to absolutely control the intelligent environment and the intelligent agent management in real time when the plot and structure of the story are well planned. In the Evaluation Centre, empathy (Ana 2004) is an important element to influence the final action, endowing the empathy a high weight to make it more influential than other factors. Along with other layers, the emotion layer will make the storyline consistent, with the actions and events in a natural and rational manner.

3. Conclusions

We have briefly described a conceptual design of an interactive storytelling system with five integrated components. Co-operations are carried out among the intelligent agent, the user and the intelligent environment with the empathy introduced as important criteria. The architecture allows a strong autonomy of the characters by establishing a special communication mechanism using management centre and evaluation centre. Environment is created with intelligent properties used for involved agents to sense the information around them, which contributes to the consistent storyline and
emotion state of intelligent agents. The behavioural control depends on the cooperation of all the components allowing a natural and attractive plot. Since interaction between agents and related characters is one of the main difficult tasks, our framework is expected to provide an alternative exploration for this work.
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